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THE CONSTITUTION PARTY IS GOING TO CPAC!
###
Lancaster, PA (November 1, 2017) The Constitution Party announced today that they will
have a booth at the Conservative Political Action Conference (CPAC) 2017 to be held in
National Harbor, Maryland on February 21-24, 2018.
Thanks to a generous donation by Jeff Bothen, and under the leadership of Scott Copeland (Chairman of
the Constitution Party of Texas/Constitution Party National Executive Committee Member), a team has
been put together to ensure that the Constitution Party booth will be what everyone is talking about at
CPAC 2017!
The focus of the Constitution Party at the event will be on promoting its “Three Pillars” of good
government policies. They include:
1st Pillar - We are committed to restoring honesty, integrity, and accountability to
government.
We will hold all our party officers and leaders strictly accountable for their conduct. They will
be held to the highest ethical standards in dealing with the public, donors, government officials,
and candidates. Corrupt candidates come from corrupt parties. Honest and honorable
candidates can only come from a party that insists that all its leaders have the same
characteristics. Constitution Party candidates will sign legally binding contracts that will
obligate them to keep their campaign promises.
2 nd Pillar - We feel that: “Government is the most ineffective, inefficient, and most
expensive way to get anything done.” As such, we are offering innovative and effective non government solutions to the country’s social spending issues.

As a society, we should be solving social spending issues via non-government organizations that
want to SOLVE the problem, not just FUND the problem. We should seek out those organizations
that have the best solutions.
The solution is to transition America slowly and responsibly from ineffective government
programs to effective non-government institutions. Our solution will ensure that recipients of
current government programs are still cared for but allows for more effective solutions to be
implemented.
3rd Pillar - We want to create the greatest economy for the U.S. that the world has ever seen.
We will do so by restoring True Capitalist (vice Crony Capitalist) principles to our
economic policies.
That Small Businesses, not large corporations, are the key to a healthy economy.
That True Capitalism is achieved by allowing strong competition among companies. In order to
have the best pricing, the best products, and the best services, you need to ensure that every
company has an even playing field and can fairly compete for our business.
That job creation comes from business creation and growth. Removal of restrictive government
regulation, fees, and taxes combined with responsible trade agreements with foreign
governments will ensure massive business and job growth
Gary Welch, National Communications Director for the Constitution Party stated, “We know that many
conservatives are tired of the GOP giving them lip service but failing to promote conservative values.
Their recent failure to repel Obamacare shows that they have another agenda that is different than their
conservative base. The time has come to quit trying to reform a party that is actively opposing
conservative and constitutional candidates. We offer a very viable solution for the American people that
provides for integrity in government, an effective solution to social problems, and the greatest prosperity
that this country has ever seen”.
We encourage all CPAC attendees to stop by the Constitution Party booth and find out why the best
solution for our government is a Constitutional Government.
For more information about the Constitution Party, please visit our website at www.constitutonparty.com
or contact us at mailto:contactcp@constitutionparty.com
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